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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0432067A1] The subject of the present invention is a self-contained bollard with variable height, comprising a vertically mobile equipment
(40), to which is fixed a bollard (41), and cooperating with a frame (1), fixed to a box section (2), whose rising is ensured by a mechanism (42)
such a jack supported in the bottom of the box section (2) and connected to the said mobile equipment (40), and furthermore comprising devices
for locking and clamping in the high or low position the said mobile equipment (40) and its bollard (41), operated by a spanner (30/70) cooperating
with a bolt, characterised in that the said clamping device comprises an assembly comprising a central rocker (5) and two clamping levers (3/4)
mounted in a pivoting manner on either side of the said central rocker, this assembly being located on the side of the said mobile equipment (40)
and extending in the direction of the height of the frame (1), in that the ends (5a/5b) of the said rocker (5) are in contact with one of the ends (3a/4a)
of each pivoting lever (3/4) and in that the other ends (3b/4b) of the said levers (3/4), are subjected to the action of springs (10/11) bearing on the
frame (1) and tending to push back the said levers (3/4) so that, in an inclined position of the rocker (5) imparted by operating the said spanner
(30/70), one or other of the levers (3/4) is put in a high or low clamping position, the said levers (3/4) alternately engaging on the said mobile
equipment (40) for the purpose of its momentary immobilisation and correlatively that of the bollard (41) in a high or low position. <IMAGE>
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